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This is a testimony of the Communion Team and what we have
used to fill the Communion cups since the early 90’s.
We began by using a measuring cup and at times even a turkey
baster to fill the individual cups for a church of around 200. As the
church grew, we purchased a cup with a spring-loaded release in
the center, making filling a bit quicker since the cup held more
juice at one time. The church continued to grow and with that
came the need to become even more efficient on the time it took to
prepare the individual servings. In the late 2000’s, we purchased a
“Quick-R-Filler” cup filling product that had a dispense handle
attached to a hose with a screw-on bottle cap. This cap replaced
the cap on a juice bottle and when inverted the bottle is nestled into
a special holder so gravity is used to fill cups continuously, thus
saving valuable time with less effort. As with any product,
changes come and in 2013 the juice we purchase changed the size
of their cap, thus making our filling system obsolete. We
contacted R&D Services (the manufacturer of the Quick-R-Filler)
and were told, with regrets, this was the only size cap which came
with the system. The next day we received a call from the
company saying they really were unhappy leaving us stranded like
that and offered to make a few special caps and attachments to fit
the new size bottle openings. We, of course, were thrilled with this
offer and accepted.
This testimony is really for the conscientious effort of this
company to please its customer. We were as impressed with this
genuine concern as we were with the willingness to help us with
our dilemma. It is rare in today’s world to find a company with
that kind of dedication to others and we wish to extend a heartfelt
THANK YOU!
As our church grows past 1500+, we will continue to seek products
from you to fit our needs.
We are in God’s service
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